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Catalytic performance is known to be influenced by several factors, with the catalysts’ surface 
oxidation state being the most prominent of all. Cobalt appears as one of the most promising 
materials for preferential oxidation of carbon monoxide in hydrogen rich mixtures (CoPrOx)1. 
However, the oxidation state of the active sites on cobalt-based catalysts for CoPrOx is a subject 
of intense debate2. In this work we use operando NAP-XPS combined with DFT and other in situ 
and ex situ characterization methods to correlate CoPrOx activity and cobalt oxidation state3. An 
important effort is devoted to evaluating the effect of the pressure gap between NAP-XPS 
measurements (0.5mbar) and realistic reaction conditions (1bar). Based on NAP-XPS we 
identified CoO as the optimum cobalt oxidation state, while first principal calculations provided a 
rational explanation of this finding. We also noted that CoO is metastable and oxidizes fast under 
CoPrOx conditions leading to catalyst deactivation. Based on the critical information provided by 
NAP-XPS, a novel composite cobalt-based catalyst for CoPrOx has been designed. Further activity 
tests and NAP-XPS study showed that by stabilizing the CoO phase the CoPrOx catalytic activity 
and stability is enhanced as compared to conventional cobalt catalysts. 
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